MDRTF (Multiple Drug
Resistant Typhoid Fever)!
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and the ones on the reserve list are
It was a sad moment for me
when I learned that one of my
too expensive and available only
young patients could not sit in his
in intravenous preparations,
annual exam because of a fever.
difficult to administer.
The fever had not responded to
Here are some suggestions:
the common antibiotics he had
1. As a first step, no antibiotic
used as recommended by the loshould be sold without the
cal quacks and “medically wise”
prescription of a registered
people among the extended famdoctor.
ily and friends.
2. We should
(Such wisdom is
think of develgenerously disoping a system
pensed in Pakiof monitoring
stan.)
the prescripFinally, he
tions to discame to see me.
courage doctors
He said he had
from prescribhad a fever for
ing drugs inthe past one
discriminately.
week. The hisRegulatory
tory of his illness
bodies like the
and the clinical
Pakistan Medipicture suggestcal commission
ed typhoid.
or PM&DC, and
I ordered a
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blood culture
cal Association
may devise a monitoring sysfor salmonella (typhoid bacteria)
tem. Given the socio-political
and, as a palliative measure to
conditions, It may be an arducontrol his fever, advised him to
ous task and a long journey
sponge his body with lukewarm
but a journey always starts
water or take a bath, and take lots
with the first step.
of fluids.
3. Encourage young doctors
The culture and sensitivity
working in secondary and
report confirmed my preliminary
tertiary care hospitals, both in
diagnosis of typhoid. It showed
the public and private sectors,
only two antibiotics to be
to conduct studies on drug
effective, both very expensive
sensitivity patterns of various
and parenteral, that is, to be
antibiotics against common
administered intravenously.
pathogens, especially salmoOther antibiotics failed the
nella. Relying entirely on data
sensitivity test. I placed the
from developed countries may
patient on an aggressive regime
not help as the hygiene and
of one of the two parenteral
other conditions there are difantibiotics. It took three days
ferent.
before the patient started showing
4.
Lastly, a reminder that typhoid
signs of improvement.
fever spreads by eating unhyThis case points to a common
gienic food, especially milk
problem in the country, that of
products, and unclean water,
multiple drug-resistant typhoid.
Mandatory periodic testing
This is because of the thoughtless
of restaurant workers by the
use of antibiotics over the years.
relevant authorities would
The medical community needs
certainly help.
to control the indiscriminate
“Prevention is better than
use of antibiotics. If not, it won’t
cure” may be a tired cliché, but
be too long before the available
it is true.
antibiotics become ineffective
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even against common pathogens.
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